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CP symmetry and its violation 

CPT 

Discrete symmetries and lepton mixing 

Models of DM and neutrinos  

Discrete symmetry: Stability of DM 
Smallness of neutrino mass 

Neutrino anomalies Things which can change 
present Discrete Symmetry 
approaches/applications  New physics at low energy scales  

Content of this talk – in color 



  

Reconcile with NSI or sterile neutrinos: 

NOvA: dCP = 0.82p disfavors  dCP = 1.5p by 2s   

Global fit: dCP  p  

S. Chatterje, A. Palazzo,  2008.04161 [hep-ph], 
2005.103338 [hep-ph] 

NOvA-T2K difference can be related to 
different baselines and matter effects 

NOvA T2K 
2108.08219 [hep-ex] 

No tension in the case  
of inverted ordering 

Statistical fluctuations/systematics? 
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F Capozzi, et al  
2107.00532 [hep-ph] 

Global fits 

bad news for measurements 
of the CP- asymmetry  

even closer to p      

NuFIT 5.1 (2021),  
www.nu-fit.org 



  

UPMNS
 ~ VCKM

+ UX   

If the only source of CP violation No CPV (e.g. of BM type) 

sin dCP  ~ l2   ~ 0.046        

dCP ~ - dCP or p + dCP  

sindCP  = - sindCP
q cosq23

     

l2 

Framework: 

Leptonic CP is small because the leptonic 1-3 mixing is large  

0.93 

B. Dasgupta, A Y.S. , 
N.P. B884 (2014) 357  
1404.0272 [hep-ph]   

0.75 

sin q13
q  

sin q13    

dCP  = 2.6o 

l3 

l 



  
LSND 

Dm41
2 =  1 - 2 eV2 

Anomalies lose sigmas 
or new wave of sterile 
neutrino virus? 

? 



  RAA, Gallium, Neutrino 4, LSND /MiniBooNE : 

 dm = sin2qS mS ~ (0.02 – 0.3)  eV 

mS  = 1 – 3 eV sin2 qS ~ 0.02 - 0.1  

nS  effect is not a small perturbation of 3n picture and its symmetries. 

- bigger than or at the level of largest elements (~ 0.03 eV) of  
the 3n mass matrix, especially in  ne sector 

It requires cancellations,  fine tuning (cancellation),  and should be 
included in theory/symmetry constructions from the beginning 

It allows to explain difference of the quark and lepton mixings, 
in particular, large lepton mixing  

produce correction to the mass matrix of active neutrinos 



  

IBD yield/HM: 0.941 ± 0.019 

The ne event rates as a function  
of the distance from a reactor,   
relative to the Huber-Mueller 
prediction based on ILL spectra.   

V. Kopeikin, et al.  
2103.01684 [nucl-ex] 

new measurements of the ratio  
of 235U and 239Pu  cumulative 
spectra R = S5 /S9   

KI – Kurchatov institute 

R(ILL) = 0.959 R(KI)   

 explains anomaly  RAA anomaly 



  

Ratio of measured and expected IBD yields for  
the reactor experiments  as a function of the 
reactor-detector distance  for the KI model.   
Green bands  - average ratio R with uncertainty.   

C. Giunti et al.,  
2110.06820 [hep-ph] 

KI model: 

239U and 241Pu: as in HM   

235U: KI measurement   

238U: conversion of  
the Garching spectrum  

Estienne- Fallot  
summation model  
gives smaller 235U flux  
and 

REF  = 0.960 
+0.033 
-0.031 

~ 1s 



  

C. Giunti, et al, PL B816 (2021)  
136214, 2101.06785 [hep-ph] : 

 significance reduces: 

- energy resolution of detector, 
- reliable MC simulation: 

Strong  tension with  
KATRIN, PROSPECT, 
STEREO,  solar n bounds 

3s    2.2s  

 b.f. point moves to 
maximal mixing 

Moving detector. Oscillatory dependence  
of signal as function of baseline  

Deep data studies: 
b.f. 

A. Serebrov, et al, 2109.12385 [hep-ph] 

Dm41
2 = 7.3 +/-  0.13 +/- 1.16 eV2,  

sin22q = 0.36 +/- 0.12 (st.),   2.9 s  



  
The gallium anomaly - lacks of ne eνe nts  
at calibrations of SAGE and GALLEX .   

BEST confirms  Ga anomaly  
with  stat. significance > 5σ.  

the Baksan Experiment  
on Sterile Transitions 

BEST: Deficit of events,   
Comparison of inner - outer volume 
signals (two distances) 

in 
out 

. . 
Rout/Rin  = 0.97 +/- 0.07 

Ratio of suppression factors: 
BEST Cr 

- no evidence of oscillations 

V.V. Barinov, et al, 2109.11482  
[nucl-ex] 

Rin  = 0.791 +/- 0.050 

Rout  = 0.766 +/- 0.050 

Dm41
2 =  3.3 eV2, sin22q = 0.42 



  

Combined fit of BEST, SAGE, Gallex   
 and 95% C.L. limits from reactor 
experiments STEREO,  PROSPECT  
and DANSS.  

V.V. Barinov, D. Gorbunov,  
2109.14654 [hep-ph] 

Solar neutrinos: 99% CL 
AGSS09 (L) and  GS98 (R) 
models 

K. Goldhagen et al, 
2109.14898 [hep-ph] 

Non-oscillatory 
explanations: 

- Extraction efficiency   
- Counting efficiency 
- Cross-section 

DANSS 

PROSPECT 

STEREO 

solar 



  
Statistical significance of the sterile-neutrino hypothesis in 
the context of reactor and gallium data 

Jeffrey M. Berryman et al,  
2111.12530 [hep-ph] 

Dc2  profiles  of 1-4 mixing   
marginalized over Dm2  

Solid: Combined Gallium source results 
on mixing angle for detection cross-
section from for different 
computations 

Magenta curve: solar neutrino data 

Dashed: gallium plus solar 



  

  

A.A. Aguilar-Arevalo  et al 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.22, 221801)  
1805.12028  [hep-ex] | 

statistical   

practically excluded by nm and ne  
disappearance data 

L/E dependences  of QE events 
excess in LSND and MiniBooNE  

No oscillatory dependence: 
Non-oscillatory explanations are 
possible  

b.f. line - for sin2 2q  = 0.918   

1s  line - for sin2 2q  = 0.01   

Many alternative scenarios have 
been proposed 

nm   ne oscillation interpretation 



  

V. Brdar, O. Fisher, A.S. 
2007.14411 hep-ph 

EM shower in detector 

e 
g 

e+ e- 
g g 

proton hits target Unresolved in 
MB but in McB 

p bunches hits and appearance of showers are time correlated 

Time delay is consistent with v = c, i.e. propagation of neutrinos;  
put upper bounds  on masses of new particles excludes some scenarios 

Production via 
Propagation 
Decays 
Un-scattering 
of new particles 

 mixing with usual n   
 up-scattering of n  

Black box 



  Production via 
mixing and then 
decay of heavy 
neutrino N 



  

UN Dx 

a.  c. 

b. 

Production of N via  
nm  up- scattering    

MicroBooNE result does not apply to some of these scenarios, 
Dedicated analysis is required  



  Excess of 1 sh 
events at MB 

scenario 
Number of events  
of a given type at 
other experiments 

 Similar setups T2K ND280, MINERvA, NOvA, NOMAD   
Confronting with experimental bounds from these experiments  

  lifetime of  heavy neutrino N 

a. b. c. 



  Search for an excess of ne interactions with different final states  

MicroBooNE Collaboration  
P. Abratenko,  et al, 2110.14054 [hep-ex] 

LAr TPC, 85 t , 72.5 m upstream of MB  
468.5 m from Booster n Beam (BNB) 

1e1p 

1eNp 

Red – expected with rescaled  
MB excess 

No excess. MB - disfavored 
Energy distribution? 

stat. 

syst. 



  

C. A. Arguelles, et al,  
2111.10359 [hep-ph] 

MicroBooNE constraints on the sterile 
neutrino parameter space at 3σ C.L.  
(blue, inclusive and orange, CCQE).  
 
The MiniBooNE 1, 2, 3σ regions (grey).  
 
The future sensitivity of the  three SBN 
detectors.  
 
Existing constraints from KARMEN (green)  
and OPERA (gold). 

MicroBooNE – does not probe  full parameter space 

Do not probe   interpretation in model independent way 



  

Problem with total number of events? 
Too big mixing required 

Electron Neutrino Disappearance in MicroBooNE data due to oscillations 

Peter B. Denton,  
2111.05793 [hep-ph] 

Pandora analysis of  
1e0p events  

Deep-Learning 
analysis 1e1p events 

Pandora analysis of   
1eNp  events 

Oscillation effect for different values of oscillation parameters 



  

ICARUS detects first events 

J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source 
(at Material Life Facility MLF) 

Ajimura, S. et al. 2012.10807 [hep-ex] 
2104.13169 [physics.ins-det]  

Repeating LSND: m–decay at rest, searches for nm  - ne  oscillations 
upgrade JSNS2-II with  second detector at 48m  

JSNS2  operates now 

Checking MiniBooNE 



  



  

  
High scale desert 
14 – 17 orders 
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Standard masses  
of the SM particles 

BSM origins? 
L 

Low scale desert 
> 40 orders 

Why not worry about  
the low scale desert? 

Another hierarchy 
problem? 

 MGUT  

H0 

Neutrinos can play special 
role in this picture? 

Smallness of n mass   

Neutrino anomalies 

  physics at low E scales  



  

elastic forward scattering, q2 = 0  

do not disappear when g , mmed  0 
while inelastic interactions ~ g2/qmin

2 

V ~ g2 /mmed
2 

L  = g nL c f  + h. c. 

g - effective coupling  

where c  - fermion (can be RH neutrino),  f - scalar 

Refraction 

Rich phenomenology 

Bound neutrino systems 

L can be generated via the RH neutrino portal  

g < 10-7  pheno bound 

Scalar interaction 

May have important 
cosmological  and  
astrophysical consequences  

Potential 

Effective mn 

Long range forces 



  Elastic forward scattering of n on background 
fermions c with scalar f mediator  

c* 

nL 

nL 

nL 
nL c 

f 

Resonance:  s = mf
2 

 ER =       

c* 

f 

c 

 In SM: resonance is due to   
Z, W at very high energies C. Lunardini, A.S. 

A.S. , V.Valera, 
2106.13829 [hep-ph] 

Effective potential 

 mf
2 

2mc
      

for c at rest resonance n energy: 

V 

E 

0 

Wolfenstein 
limit  

0 

resonance 

1/E tail 

ER
   

For small mf resonance at low,  
observable energies 



  
VB = ½V0                                        

(1 - e) (y - 1)  
(y - 1)2 +  x2  

G =        mf               
  g2 
 4p 

 nc and nc – number densities of c and c* 

1 + e  
y + 1  

+ 

y = E/ ER
   

 e = 

V0  =          (nc + nc)                                        
  g2 
2mf

2 

 x = G/ ER  

 asymmetry of background 

- width of resonance 

A.S. , V.Valera, 
2106.13829 [hep-ph] 

nc – nc 

nc + nc 

resonance at y = 1 

can be neglected for most of applications  (since g < 10-7 ) 



  

VB = V0                                       
y - e  
y2 - 1  

e = 1 :  no resonance 

Vvac = Dm2/2E                                        = VR
vac /y                                       

A.S. , V.Valera, 2106.13829 [hep-ph]  
JCAP 

 r = V0/VR
vac                                    

Relative contribution of the 
background  wrt. the  vacuum 
term in resonance  

VR
vac = Dm2/2ER                                       

Neglecting  width x   VB as function of energy for 
different values of asymmetry e 

versus standard vacuum term 

e = -1 

e = 1 

Standard vacuum term: 

where 

V
B
/V

0
  



  

A.S. , V.Valera, 
2106.13829 [hep-ph] 

where effective mass squared  
difference: 

E 

0 

0 ER
   

Dmeff
2 =  2E(Vvac + VB) =  

VB  included into effective kinetic term  

Dmeff
2 

  2E 
 = (Vvac + VB) = (1 + VB/Vvac)  Dm2 

 2E  

D
m

e
ff

2
/2

E
 

Vacuum 
term 

total 
VB 
Vvac  

= Dm2
   1 +   

Determines total oscillation phase 



  
Oscillation probability 

P = sin2 2q sin2 F/2 

MB 

MiniBooNE excess:  
due to  relatively small L the 
phase and oscillation effect is  
small  everywhere apart from 
resonance region 200 - 400 MeV 

J. Asaadi et al., PRD 97, 7, 
 2470, (2018) 

energy 

F  =           L =             Fvac                          
Dmeff

2 
 2E   

Dmeff
2 

 Dm2
   

si
n2

 F
/2

 



  

Dmeff
2 (E)   

Based on dependence  on 
energy of   

It is expected that  

Dmeff
2 (E << ER )  = Dm2 

Dmeff
2 (E >> ER )  = r Dm2 

MB explanation requires  
r > 1.6  

Data are consistent with  
Dmeff

2  = const and give 
bound r < 0.01 

D
m

e
ff

2
  
 

A.S. , V.Valera, 
2106.13829 [hep-ph] 



  Above resonance E >> ER  (y >> 1) the potential   

1 
E   

VB  ~    

              it is exp.  proof of  presence of 1/E term in the Hamiltonian 
of the  evolution that allowed to conclude: oscillations imply the mass 
(coupling of neutrinos with VEV)  

- the same behaviour as the kinetic (mass) term, Dm2/2E   

C .Lunardini, A.S.  
Ki-Yong Choi, Eung Jin Chun, 
Jongkuk Kim,  2012.09474 
[hep-ph],  

Recall 

Can the vacuum mass be substituted by a potential completely,  
i.e.  Can oscillations be explained at Dm2 = 0? 

Less restricted case: scalar background, fermionic mediator  

ER = mc
2/2mf

    



  

|D
m

e
ff
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| 

 

ER     

Dmeff
2 ~ e Dmeff

2(>> ER)      
       E 

ER   

Relic n:  E = 10-4 eV ,  meff < 5 10-6 eV     

KATRIN: E = 1 eV: meff < 2 10-4 eV  - not measurable 

E     

For ER  = 0.01 MeV  

e = 0 

existing 
observations 

relic n 

Dmeff
2 ~ 2EVB ~ 2ERV0 =  

At y >> 1   

g2nf      
4 mf   

At y << 1 

Up to now  1/E dependence was  
checked down to 0.1 MeV     ER  << 0.1 MeV  

Dmeff 
2(E) ~                Dmeff 

2(>> ER)                
y(y - e) 
 y2 - 1  



  Due to dependence on energy and number density of scatterers  
meff can be different in different space–time points  

 meff (z) ~   n(z)   n(z)  = n0 (1 + z)3  

- effective mass increased in the past in contrast to standard 
mass generated by coupling with VEV (does not depend on z).  

Problem? 

Red shift dependence  

meff (z)  ~ [x (1 + z)3 ]1/2 meff (loc)  

 1/x ~ 105  - local  (near the Earth) over-density of the background.  

For meff (loc)  = 5 10-6 eV,   meff (1000) ~ 5 10-4 eV 

Bound on sum of neutrino masses from structure formation is satisfied 
meff dependence on E for not very small ER resolve the problem 



  Ki-Young Choi, Eung Jin Chun, 
 Jongkuk Kim, 2012.09474 [hep-ph] 

Upper bounds on g from scattering 
of neutrinos from SN1987A on DM 

f  with zero C- asymmetry and two 
different masses of mediator f 

Green band  Dmeff
2  = Dmatm

2            

mf  < 10-10 eV  

Similar bound from Lya    
(relic neutrinos) . 

Allowed  
values:  

mf  < 10-3 eV  

g  < 10-9   

For values at upper bounds 
the resonance energy:  

ER  = 0.01 MeV  

cosmological  bound is satisfied  



  
M. Markov,  Phys.Lett. 10,122 (1964)   

Neutrino superstars: Massive neutrinos  + gravity,  
analogy with neutron stars, mn = MeV  M = 106Msun, R = 1012 cm  

For  mn = 0.05 eV: M = 4x1020 Msun,   R = 5x1026 cm    

R. D.Viollier et al,  Phys.Lett. B306, 79 (1993) ,….  

Gravity,  mn = (10 – 100) keV:  M = (108  - 1010 ) Msun,  R = (1014 - 1016) cm 
- essentially,  warm DM    

G. J. Stephenson et al,  Int. J. Mod. Phys. A13, 2765 (1998) …  

Long range scalar Yukawa forces,  mn = 13 eV,  motivated  
by 3H exp. anomaly, negative m2    

Equations for final configurations   Density profiles, 
Formation of clouds in the Universe. 

M = (108  - 1010 ) Msun,  R = 1013cm, central density:  1015 cm-3  



  

Attraction by 
Yukawa forces 

Pressure of 
degenerate  
neutrino gas  

Equilibrium 

 no collapse in contrast to the case of usual stars 

Similarity with gravity 

Non-relativistic case pF < m*:  Lane-Emden equation  

Relativistic case pF > m*: additional suppression factor m*/pF  in 
attraction 

Much stronger force – substantial modification of neutrino mass:  

 m* = mn + yf      - effective mass of neutrino in medium     



  
Density and effective density distributions in the clouds for different N  

A.Y.S, and Xun-Jie Xu,  
to appear 

2.96x1021 

1.63x1022 5.96x1022 

9.36x1023  

2.34x1024  

for y = 10-7 ,  mn = 0.1 eV,   mf = 0    

Non-relativistic 

n* 

n 

N ~  1/y3 R ~  1/y 

Relativistic 

Dependence on coupling – scaling: 

4.86x1020 

R 



  Radius as function of number of  
neutrinos for different mf/mn 

R
  
ym

n
 

N y3 N y3 
p

F
0
/m

n
 

Fermi momentum in center  as  
function of number of neutrinos   
for different mf/mn 

0 

0.02 

0.02 

0.05 0.05 

Lover  bound on N, for non-zero 
mf  which increases with mf  

Minimal radius: increases with 
mf   and shifts to larger N 

Maximal central density (pF0)  
which is determined by value 
of neutrino mass 

1/mf 

A.Y.S, and Xun-Jie Xu, to 
appear 



  

Total energy per neutrino  

etot (pF)  = en + ef 

For large enough y/mf,  e
tot ( pF) 

(density) has minimum at   
pF

min  ~ mn        

With further decrease of pF –  
neutrino sea fragments into 
clouds 

G. J. Stephenson ,et al.  

Total energy for finite systems decreases with increase of N: 

etot (N, pF
min ) ~ N-1/3 - due to surface effect 

Larger stars are preferable   

If  etot (pF)  < mn a star is stable 

Initial state: infinite isotropic n - f medium expanding with Universe  

pF/mn       

mn 

0        0.2       0.4        0.6        0.8        1.0 

etot  

fragmentation 

Bound state 



  

  

d/R  =   10-2 d0 mn y
2 N 2/3  

Initial sizes of the order of horizon (?) at the epoch pF
min  ~ mn   

- close to recombination              

Further disintegrations since the stable configurations 
can be of much smaller size  (depending on y)   

Ratio of distances between stars  d and radiuses  of stars  

d/R   ~ 100 does not depend on y for stable configuration 

Affects detection of relic neutrinos depending on sizes of stars 

d0  - distance between neutrinos without clustering 

nn ~  n0
max 

 Fragmentation at z ~  200 

In terns of maximal density 



  
LSND 

Dm41
2 =  1 - 2 eV2 



  

The solid (dashed) lines are 
obtained  without (with) the 
inclusion of SK-atm χ2 data. 

October 2021 

sin q13
q  

sin q13    
NuFIT 5.1 (2021),  
www.nu-fit.org 

Data agree with hard mass: 
no dependence on E, 
environment.  CPT is OK 

sin2q12 becomes close to 0.3,  
q12 = 33o  close to QLC value 320      

Normal ordering is preferrable  by 
< 2s wo.atm and  (> 3s)  with.atm 



  

 F. Feruglio 

Gui-Jun Ding, S.F. King, Xiang-Gan Liu,  S. Petcov, A V. Titov, M. Tanimoto ,  
T. Nomura, H. Okada, T Kobayashi,  O.Popov  Y. Shimizu, P Novichkov,  
J. Penedo, T Osaka,  A. Romanino, I. De Medeiros Varzielas,  H.P. Nilles 
A. Trautner, X Wang, S. Zhou ...   

Hope was to 

Motivated by string theory 

Reduce number of parameters, more predictive - ? 
Connect masses and mixing - ? 

Symmetry related to (orbifold)  compactification of extra dimensions 
and primary realized on the moduli fields t which describe geometry 
of the compactified space.   

Yukawas are functions of moduli field with certain transformation 
properties 



  

For single modulus field t the modular transformation g     

 t  gt  = a t  + b  
c t  + d 

The 2x2 matrices of integer numbers 
a   b  
c   d with det.  ad – bc = 1 

form the group G = SL(2, Z)  [special, linear, integer ...]  

Modular group GN is finite subgroup of G, quotient group of the level N:  
                                        GN  =  G / G (N)  

Isomorphic to the groups  A4 , S4  ...   considered previously 
.. 



   - holomorphic functions of modulus field t        

- they form multiplets of a group GN  and transform as superfields: 

Yi(t)   Yi(gt)  = (ct + d)   r(g)ij Yj(t)   
k 

dimension of the multiplet is determined by the level N and weight k 

k  -  weight of multiplet 

r(g)  -  representation of g element of the group GN 

Dependence Yi  on  t  is determined by transformation properties 



  

r1 x r2 x r3 x rY = I 

Invariance of terms of the superpotential  a Y j1 j2 j3   

 Si ki + kY = 0 

requires 

for weights 

The latter condition acts to some extent as Froggatt- Nielsen 
symmetry it gives additional restrictions, forbids some terms  
texture zeros  

similar to  approach with flavons:  

 Y1 (<t>) , Y2 (<t>) ... Yn (<t>)      <c1>, <c2>, ... , <cn>  

For a given N and k,  Y - known  
functions of the same VEV  

VEV’s depend on parameters  
of potential and not controlled 
by symmetry, independent for 
different representations 

Can do the same 

more restricted situation 

Yukawas are functions of flavons  



  

the way to introduce the parameters:   
     - several moduli, flavons,  

Generic predictions of masses: weak hierarchy,  often quasi-degenerate,  
Majorana CP-phases  

Minimal and simplest versions do not reproduce data well 

More parameters needed 

- different representations of the same dimension,  
  fine tuning of corresponding couplings 

- different ways of construction of finite groups  

In the end: #  parameters is comparable to # of observables  

Using modular symmetry in wrong way? 



  

Common sector for quarks  
and leptons. Implies  

may have special symmetries 
Modular symmetries ?  which  
lead to BM or TBM  mixing 

From the dark sector coupled  
to neutrinos.  Responsible  for 
large neutrino mixing  
smallness of neutrino mass  

UPMNS
  ~ VCKM

+ UX 

 Q - L unification,  GUT   

ml ~ md           mD
n ~ mu          

CKM physics:  
hierarchy  of masses  
and mixings ,  
relations between masses and 
mixing  



  

16F 10H 16H SF 1H 

mD ~ MD = diag   

 mass hierarchy no mixing 

CKM mixing -  
additional 
structure 

UX   UCKM   

Basis  
fixing  
symmetry   
 Z2 x Z2   

Non-trivial 
charges 

 Z2  x Z2       S4  

(0, 1)  
(1, 0)  
(1, 1)      

(0, 1)  
(1, 0)  
(1, 1)      

MS ~ MBM BM mixing 

Visible sector       Portal         Dark sector 

Double seesaw Spontaneously broken 
by flavons 

 Gdark  = S4   

 
MS ~ MPl 

MD ~ MGUT 

 Xun-Jie Xu , A.S  

dCP  = 144 - 2100  (NO)    



  

Neutrino interactions with light dark sector: rich phenomenology: 
resonance refraction at low energies,  effective neutrino mass  
due to interactions with medium,  bound neutrino systems... 

Modular symmetries – promising, but in complexity became  
comparable to usual symmetries:  simplest versions do not 
work: can be fixed  by additional parameters, assumptions  
now via symmetry building  instead of model building.   
Using Modulas symmetries in the wrong way? 

Neutrino anomalies are loosing sigmas LSND/MiniBooNE, RAA,  
Reactor experiments, BUT Gallium anomaly, BEST?  
Existence of light sterile neutrinos  still open question  

CP from maximal to zero are possible  both with good 
theoretical justifications  



  



  

sin2q12 becomes close to 0.3, q12 = 33o  close to QLC value 320      

Deviation from maximal |D sin2q23| =0.05,  
maximal value is disfavored at 2s (Bari) and  < 2s (NuFIT wo).   
First octant is preferred by 1.6s  (Bary and NuFIT), no 
preference for NuFIT (wo.atm). 

Normal ordering is preferrable at 2.2s (Bary)  
and 2.2s (NuFIT wo.atm)  (> 3s)  with.atm 

 dCP =  221o (Bary),  NuFIT:  194o (wo),  230o ,  NO     

Consistent with dCP = p: NuFIT wo, at 2s both Bari and NuFIT     

When Atm.nu data are included both analyses give very close results  

q12 

q23 

Mass 
ordering 

dCP  



  

For NO dCP  - closer to  p    

Preference of NO is less significant than 
before: 2.6 s 

Deviation of 2-3 mixing from p/4 is smaller  

F. Capozzi, et al  
2107.00532 [hep-ph] 

Data agree with hard 
mass: no dependence on 
E, environment.  
CPT -OK 



  

Dm41
2 =  3.3 eV2,  sin22q = 0.42 

V.V. Barinov, et al,  
2109.11482 [nucl-ex] 

BEST only BEST + SAGE + Gallium 

Dm41
2 =  1.25 eV2 , sin22q = 0.34 



  

Combined fit of all Gallium experiments  
and reactor experiments   
NEUTRINO-4, Prospect, Stereo,  
DANSS,  

V.V. Barinov, et al,  
2109.11482 [nucl-ex] 

Tension 
goodness 
of fit 

The blue regions  - combined fit of  
BEST, SAGE, Gallex.   
Pink regions - favored by NEUTRINO-4 



  



  

Neutrino scattering on  
DM particles f (target)  
with fR - mediator  

fR 

f* 

nL 

nL 

nL nL 

fR 

f 

f 

Resonance: s = mf
2  ER = mf

2/2mf
    

Vs ~                                      
      (s - mf

2) n 
(s - mf

2 )2  + s G2  
   n 

u - mf
2  

G =          mf               
  g2 
32p 

S. F Ge and H Murayama, 
1904.02518 [hep-ph] 

Ki-Yong Choi, Eung Jin Chun, 
Jongkuk Kim,  
1909.10478 [hep-ph] 

f* 

Vu ~                                      n and n – the number 
densities of f and f* 

2012.09474 [hep-ph] 



  

  

SK (also  SNO+)  observe the 
upturn of spectrum (SNO, SK) 

1,  2, 3s CL contours    

The D-N asymmetry  at SK  
is  reduced  3.3%   2.1% 

Best fit value of Dm21
2 from  

analysis of the solar 
neutrino data increased  

Discrepancy  with KamLAND 
results  reduced  2s  1.2 s  

F Capozzi, et al  
2107.00532 [hep-ph] 

Very light sterile neutrino? 

solar 

KamLAND 



  

                NEOS   
Z. Atif et al 2011.00896 [hep-ex]  

Points:  NEOS observed prompt 
spectrum over prediction for 
NEOS using RENO spectrum 

               DANSS 
M. Danilov, 2012.10255 [hep-ex]  

RAA (dotted):  Dm14
2 = 2.4 eV2 

Oscillatory curve with two free parameters always  
gives better fit of fluctuating data points than constant  

RAA 

Dm14
2 = 2.37 eV2, sin22q14 = 0.09  

Dm14
2 = 1.3 eV2, sin22q14 = 0.02  

Now different 



  



  

ICARUS at Fermilab detects first events 

J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search at  
J-PARC  Spallation  Neutron Source 
(at Material Life Facility MLF) 

Ajimura, S. et al. 2012.10807 [hep-ex] 
2104.13169 [physics.ins-det]  

Repeating LSND: m–decay at rest,  
searches for 

Sensitivity of JSNS2  
and upgrade JSNS2-II:   
second detector at 48m  

JSNS2  operates now 

17t LS 
+ Gd 

nm  - ne  oscillations 



  

Ve =  2GFne - usual matter 
potential 

shift of the usual MSW 
resonance 

Boxes -  MSW resonances 

2 new resonances in n-channel       

2 new resonances in n-channel       

Dmeff
2 =  2E(Vvac  +VB )  = Dm2

 (1 + VB/Vvac)  Effective mass 
squared difference 

A.S.  V.Valera, 2106.13829 [hep-ph] (VB + Vvac)/V0  

VB  included into effective  
kinetic term  



  
n - DM inelastic scattering 

s =   
  g4 
16p 

s 
mf

4 
s << mf

2 

s >> mf
2 1

s 

Upper  phenomenological bounds on  
s /mf  

s /mf  < x               for certain neutrino energies Ex 

mf  > g   
 Ex  
8p x  

1/4 

mf  < mf
2/2Ex 

mf  > mf
2/2Ex mf  > g

2 
      1  
32p Ex x  

1/2 

The cross-section  of elastic  
neutrinos - DM   as function of  
neutrino energy   vs upper bounds  
From the SN 1987A and 
IceCube-170922A data.  



  

SN87A,  E = 10 MeV 
The most stringent bound  
from Lya    
relic neutrinos  Ice Cube 

x  < 10-33 cm2 / GeV Relic SN neutrinos 

Stability of DM R.J. Wilkerson, C. Boehm, L. Lesgourges 
JCAP 1405 (2014) 011 



  

mf  < 10-4 eV  

mf  < 10-13 eV  

Bound from  
1/E dependence 

mf > mf    

mf <   2mfEB  
Red lines – lower  
bounds on masses  
of DM and mediator  
from Lya - data  
for different  
values of g  

g  < 10-12   

Lower bound on values  
of mf and mf that can 
reproduce the observed 
oscillation effects 

Bounds: 

Ki-Yong Choi, Eung Jin Chun, 
Jongkuk Kim, A.S. 

EB = 0.1 MeV 

mf, eV 

m
f,

 e
V

  



  

  

mn  
Ep 

 id n - m*n  = 0  

(d2  + mf
2)f + y nn = 0  

 m* =  mn + yf  - effective mass of neutrino in medium     

V 

 nn  < nn > =       p2dp       f(p)    1 
2p2 

distribution of 
neutrinos over p 

Final configuration – degenerate neutrino gas 

1,   p < pF 

0,   p > pF  
f(p) =   

Fermi momentum 



  

 g = 3/2 - solution with finite radius     

 Fdeg (r) = - Fyuk (r)   

 nn  < nn > = n       pF < mn  

Equations of motion are reduced to equation of  
hydrostatic equilibrium for degenerate gas 

Reduced to the Lane-Emden equation 

1 
r2 

 d 
dr 

 dn2/3 
  dr 

r2                  = - ky2 n          

  2 mn  
(6p2 ) 2/3 

k =          

Solved with boundary condition in the center:  
         n(0) = n0  or  pF (0) = pF0    



q 

  

m*  mn 

(    2 - mf
2) m* = y n*   

m*        = - pF 
dm* 
 dr 

dpF 
dr 

No collapse  due to suppression  of the attractive force, 
in contrast to the case of usual stars 

p2dp         m*  
p2 + m*2 

 n* = 
  pF 
 
 
0 

  1 
2p2 

Equations for  m* and pF  with boundary conditions 

   m*(0)  = m*0 ,   pF(0)  = pF0          

and  r  infty 



  Global characteristics for different total numbers of neutrinos N  

N           2.96x1021    1.63x1022     5.96x1022     9.36x1023       2.34x1024      

mn
*/mn         0.991          0.922           0.688          0.060             0.014             

R, km       1.25             0.75             0.62             1.46               2.41 

n0, cm-3   2.0x106      4.9x107       3.7x108             1.5x108              6.1x107      

 mn
* =  mn + V - the effective neutrino mass in medium,  

 n0 - central density 

A.Y.S, and Xun-Jie Xu, to 
appear 

for y = 10-7 ,  mn = 0.1 eV,   mf = 0    

N ~  1/y3 R ~  1/y 

non-relativistic ultra relativistic 

Dependence on coupling – scaling: 

For  y = 10-14 and n = 4 108 cm-3: R =2.4 1012 cm,  N =  2.3 1045,  M = 3.3 1012 g 



  From the cosmological neutrino background 

With decrease of density m*  mn due to decrease of kinetic energy 
 formation of degenerate neutrino gas  

G. J. Stephenson ,et al.  

Formation of n-stars in analogy to formation of DM halos?   

For y < 10-7 cooling mechanisms: f –emission (bremstrachlung), 
annihilation  nn  ff,  are negligible 

At early epoch (large  n)  m* << mn 

In terms of effective neutrino mass m* = mn + yf  

Phase transition 

In terns of maximal density 


